
DIGITAL 
IS EASY
Introducing the digital shower 
range with wireless control 
from Mira Showers.
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Digital 
is easy!
So how do digital showers 
with wireless control work?
There are three parts that make up our digital 
showers with wireless control. They are the 
digital mixer unit (1), the wireless shower 
control (2) and the shower fittings (3).

The digital mixer unit is the brains of the shower. 
It takes water from the hot and cold supplies and 
mixes it to the perfect showering temperature, just 
like a normal mixer. The main difference is that, 
unlike a normal mixer, you can mount the digital 
unit away from the shower control, so you can hide 
it away in the loft, under the bath or in an airing 
cupboard. This makes installation much quicker 
and more flexible, causes less disruption and 
gives a sleek, minimal look to the shower area.

Not only that, but there’s a choice of digital 
mixers. You can choose from a pumped mixer 
for gravity fed systems, or a high pressure mixer 
for high pressure systems. This means you can 
fit a digital shower on any plumbing system.

When it comes to the shower control they don’t 
get more flexible than our wireless controllers. 
You can mount them up to 10 metres away 
from the digital mixer unit. You can even add 
a second control so your customer can adjust 
the settings from outside the shower area!

Best of all, there’s also a choice of fittings –  
either rear fed or ceiling fed – to make life easier! 
So you can be sure to find a Mira wireless digital 
mixer shower to suit your customers’ needs.

The 3 parts that make up a digital 
shower with wireless control.

Digital mixer unit
(Pumped for gravity systems or high 
pressure for high pressure systems)

1 Wireless shower 
control

2 Rear or ceiling fed 
shower fittings

3

Installation of a typical ceiling 
fed pumped product.



Installing a Mira Digital Mixer Shower
Using Mira Vision, we show you how easy it is to fit any Mira digital shower with wireless control.

You can fit our wireless 
digital showers in an hour.
From the moment you open the packaging you’ll 
find that our digital mixers make life easy. That’s 
because the digital mixer, wireless shower controller 
and shower fittings are all supplied in one box, so 
you won’t have the hassle of buying lots of different 
parts. We’ve even supplied the fixings you’ll need too.

Once you’ve unpacked all the parts you simply 
need to decide where to mount the digital mixer 
unit and controller. The wireless technology in our 
digital mixers means you can mount the digital 
mixer unit where it’s convenient, for example, in 
the loft, under the bath or in an airing cupboard. 
The shower control will ‘talk’ to the unit up to 
10 metres away – just like your wi-fi broadband 
connection at home. So it really is flexible.

The connections on our 
digital mixers are push-fit 
so everything connects 
up quickly and easily.

You’ll find the controller and fittings easy to fit 
too. The controller fixes to the wall with just 2 
screws, and the fittings with 4 screws, making 
it quick to fit, saving you time and money.

Setting up the shower is quick too. Access to the 
program menu is through the shower controller, 
so you can make all the adjustments there.

easy to Fit!

Choose a convenient place to fit the digital 
mixer unit. This could be in the loft, under the 
bath or in an airing cupboard. You can mount 
the unit on a horizontal or vertical surface.

Decide where you want to put the shower 
fittings, then screw the slide bar to the 
wall using the 4 screws provided.

 Step 2

Decide where you want to put the wireless 
shower control (this can be up to 10 metres 
away from the digital mixer unit), then screw 
it to the wall using the 2 screws provided.

 Step 3

Connect the pipework to the digital mixer unit and 
then connect to the shower fittings – simple!

 Step 4

 Step 1



easy to Use!
We design, make and assemble most 
of our products here in Britain. 
And our digital mixer showers are another great example of British engineering 
at its best. Not only are they easy to fit, but they’re also packed full of 
great technology designed to make them easy to use as well.

Aqualisa 
Quartz

Mira 
Vision

Mira 
Platinum

Mira 
Platinum 

Dual

Thermostatic temperature stability

Separate push button controls

Suitable for all systems

Wireless link from main control to valve –

Programmable functions from user interface –

Warm up mode –

Digital display –

Clock display –

Eco mode programmable from user interface –

Wireless control included in the box –

Fully adjustable flow control –

Fully functional wireless control –

Maximum temperature programmable from user interface –

Adjustable location for user interface –

Compatible with more than one controller –

Innovative 360 Showerhead with Flipstream™ technology –

Option for exposed rear fed –

Digital diverter to second outlet – – –

Shower timer setting – – –

Bath fill mode * – –

Bath fill ‘learn’ mode – – –

Large luxury chrome overhead – – –

Digital Technology Comparison
See how Mira digital technology stacks up against Aqualisa Quartz 
Digital. And make the next digital shower you buy a Mira.

*Aqualisa Quartz Digital Bath

Wireless control – No cable 
required to link the digital 
mixer and shower controls

Thermostatic temperature stability 
with digital intelligence

Warm up mode – The shower 
heats up and pauses when it’s 
at the ideal temperature

Clock display with timer – Allows the 
user to set their shower duration

Eco setting – Saves your customer 
water and money by limiting 
the shower time and flow

Flipstream™ technology – 
Award-winning showerhead with 
1 flip action, 4 unique sprays



Mira PlatinUM
Digital Mixer Shower

Mira Platinum features all the technology we pack 
into each of our digital mixer showers and the 
flow is adjusted with a simple turn of the dial.

Wireless Shower Control 
(Rotate to adjust flow rate)

Digital Mixer Unit Options

Mira Vision
Digital Mixer Shower

Mira Vision features all the technology 
we pack into each of our digital mixer 
showers with full push button control.

one Day all 
showers will 
be like this.
Our digital mixers can be installed in as little as an hour and are the ideal choice 
for gravity fed, mains and combi boiler systems. They’re also very accurate 
when it comes to temperature and top-notch when it comes to features.

They’re great for your customer:
•	 High flow rates and wireless control

•	 Thermostatic temperature stability 
with digital intelligence

•	 Separate push button controls for start/
stop, flow and temperature*

•	 Programmable – warm up mode, eco setting and 
clock display & maximum temperature setting

•	 Additional controller available

•	 Flipstream™ technology – one flip 
action 4 unique sprays

Technical bit:
•	 Mira Vision & Platinum are available 

in ceiling or rear fed options

•	 High pressure and pumped valves available

•	 Pipe connection points: push fit & compression

•	 Minimum maintained pressure: 
0.5 BAR HP/ 0.01 BAR LP

•	 Maximum maintained pressure: 
5.0 BAR HP/ 1.0 BAR LP

•	 Maximum static pressure:  
10.0 BAR HP/ 1.0 BAR LP

Pumped Digital Mixer Unit High Pressure Digital Mixer Unit

Rear fed

Rear fed

Ceiling fed

Ceiling fed

Wireless Shower Control

*Rotate controller to adjust flow rate with Mira Platinum *Both are available without fittings – control and digital mixer unit only.



It’s great for your customer:
•	 Digital diverter allows user to divert between the 

handset and overhead or have both on together

•	 250mm luxury overhead with rub clean nozzles

•	 Overheads have easy fit feature to 
make installation quick

•	 Shower timer setting – users can set it 
to run for between 1–30 minutes

•	 All settings can be adjusted from the user interface

•	 Can be used to fill a bath 

Technical bit:
•	 Mira Platinum Dual is available in 

ceiling or rear fed options

•	 High pressure and pumped valves available

•	 Pipe connection points push fit & compression

•	 Minimum maintained pressure: 
0.5 BAR HP/ 0.01 BAR LP

•	 Maximum maintained pressure: 
5.0 BAR HP/ 1.0 BAR LP

•	 Maximum static pressure:  
10.0 BAR HP/ 1.0 BAR LP

Mira PlatinUM DUal
Digital Mixer Shower

Mira Platinum Dual features all the technology 
we pack into each of our digital mixer showers 
and much more, including digital diverter 
for the ultimate in luxury showering.

Rear fed Ceiling fedWireless Shower Control 
(Rotate to adjust flow rate)

Mira PlatinUM DUal
(Without fittings)

Mira Platinum Dual is available without the fittings so your 
customer can use their existing fittings or supply a bath filler.

All the features of Platinum Dual plus:
•	 Customer can use their existing fittings or 

choose to supply a bath filler

•	 Customer can choose which outlet to select for bath fill mode

•	 Bath fill ‘learn’ function allows customer to teach the bath how 
long to run for to reach the right depth and temperature

Wireless Controller

Digital Mixer Unit 

or

Image shows how Platinum Dual without fittings can be used for bath fill.
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More information

If you’d like more information on our digital range you can visit our 
website – www.mirashowers.co.uk/expert and check out our videos. You 
can also download all the technical information you need on our products.

Getting in touch

If you live in the UK or Northern Ireland and have a question about our 
products or would like to talk to Mira Customer Services please call us on 
0844 571 5000.  If you live in the Republic of Ireland, please contact our 
service partner, Modern Plant, on 01 459 1344. Alternatively you can visit our 
website: www.mirashowers.co.uk/contactus or www.mirashowers.ie/contactus

Social Media

Don’t forget that you can keep up to date with our latest 
product news, views and offers by following us on Twitter.


